1 . Introduction. -The "Semimagnetic" semiconductor alloys Cdl-xMnxTe has recently revealed interesting magneto-optical properties /1/. First, non resonant effects such as Faraday rotation were studied; then the intrinsic elementary excitations(free excitons) of the electronic system have been-put in evidence by magneto-absorption and magneto-reflectivity experiments, exhibiting giant exchange induced splittings. We present here the first study of luminescence on such compounds, which gives an access to impurity states.
2 . Experimental results.-The photo-luminescence has been studied at low temperature (T = 1.4K) under magnetic fields H,up to 5.6 teslas, on samples with various Mn contents x, up to 30%. In the exciton energy range, known by previous reflectivity measurements /I/, one may always observe a strong line, the maximun of which is situated from 8 meV(x < 1%) to same 20 meV (X = 30%) below the Eree exciton energy. By continuity to the case of pure CdTe, and because these alloys are known to be ptype materials /2/ we may attribute this line to an exciton bound to a neutral acceptor : A ' x .
The inqrease of the binding energy with x is consistent with the increase of the gap. A quantitative analysis would require a precise study of the material parameters as x in increased. The width is also increasing with x, ranging from 1.6 meV (x = 0.5%), to more than 30 meV (.x.= 30%) In addition to this line, and at least for x < 5%, several weaker lines can be observed on its high energy side, and could be related to excitons bounds to donors.
Mainly, in several samples, a higher energy line may be attributed to free exciton luminescence (X) , as well from its energetic position as from its behaviour under magnetic field.
As a magnetic field H is applied, the . A a -component (or 11 component in Voigt configuration) can be seen at slightly higher energies (typically some mev in H = IT). The X line is also shifted and polarized as may be expected from the lower energy component of the free exciton (corresponding to the -1/2 + -3/2 transition); the higher energy components (a-or TI polarized) remain generally noticeable. However, and this is the essential result, the shift of AOX remains smaller, at a given H I than the shift of the X line.
As a result, if the magnetization is large enough (depending on x, T and H ) , the freeexciton lower level "sweeps" accross the AOX line and reach a lower energy (see Fig. 1 ). This is observed for x = 5% around H = 2T at 1.4K. Beyond that point, the behaviour of the line is that of the free exciton, and no U-(or ¶) component is + noticeable around the 0 energy, as seen on figure 2. On the same figure, the case of a sample with smaller Mn amount (x =0.5%) is presented, showing that the crossing cannot be observed before saturation of the magnetization.
We interpret these data as ionization of the bound exciton : AOX+AO + X. However, these bound hole eigenstates are built up by linear combinations of the four corresponding free hole states, so that one may expect an averaging of perturbation effects/3/, such as induced by electric or magnetic fields, including the exchange interaction with Mn ions. Coming now to the bound exciton state AOx,where one weakly bound electron and two tightly bound holes are present, we may conclude as follows from the relative intensities of t over ocomponents in x = 5% samples.
i) the electron-hole exchange inter- ii) On the opposite, the hole-hole exchange interaction remains of primary importance and the exchange perturbation (with Mn ++) essentially splits the J = 2 two-hole groun'd state /4/. This is proved experimentally by an exponential decrease of l,,/l, as H is increased.
iii) As a consequence, the small energy splitting between the o and ll components (typically 008 meV in 1 T) is not a direct measureme&~f the Zeeman-like splitting of the neutral acceptor : it involves the hole exchange integrals in both AOX (J = 2) and A ' states, which may be different.
4. Linewidth analysis. -We think a great part of the AOX linewidth is due to spatial inhomogeneities in the Mn concentration. As a matter of fact, as the magnetic field is increased, the AOX line shifts and becomes narrower ; its high energy side would correspond to a higher gap, hence higher Mn concentration, and is submitted to a greater low energy shift. The orders of magnitude strongly support this explanation. As localized states such as AOX are much more sensitive to spatial fluctuations than delocalized free excikons, the X line is narrower than AOX and the ionization of bound excitons is progressive. This is illustrated by the succession of the a and U spectra as H is increased. (Notice on figure 2 the additional shift of the maximum of the AOX ll line during the crossing). As far as transfers are possible from one acceptor to another, such an effect could contribute to the apparent increase of the AOX binding energy with x.
However, other contributions to the A O X linewidth are not excluded for example impurity band effects and magnetization fluctuations in the orbit of each AOX. These fluctuations could be important under conditions of relatively small magnetization. 5. Conclusion.-Beyond the analysisdasurprising magneto-optical effect, once more related to the giant exchange splittings characteristic of these alloys, the photoluminescence experiments may provide an access to original magnetic systems : since the electron orbit is spatially limited and localized around the acceptor center, the number of Mn ions directly involved in the problem is small. As a consequence the influence of the s-d exchange interaction might be noticeable on the Mn ions behaviour under magnetic field.
